Introductim
Introductim
The notion of a [k]-machine (Meznik [5] ) is a generalization of a G-machine (Meznik [4] ) and a modification of machines introduced by P'awlak [6] , Kwasowiec 12, 3] and Grodzki [l] . Sets of words "generated" by [k j-machines (generable languages) are in a certain relation to those "computed" by the above mentioned machines (sets of computations, generable sets). It is shown that subclasses C,, Ca of the cllass of all generable languages coincide with the special classes of sets of computations. Some characterizations of C, and C, are mentioned. 
For n E T, denote An the Cartesian product
A xA x -*-xA.
n-times
Let W be. a finite set (including the empty set). Denote by W" the set of all nonvoid finite or infinite sequences of elements of W. These sequences are called words. Let 
set of all words generated by M is called the lunguag~? of M and denoted L&f). A set E is called a [k ]-generable language if there exists M such that E = L(M). h set E is called a genedde language if it is a [k ]-generable language for some k. For a fixed k E T, denote Ck ,= ,{E 1 E = L(M), M = (I@; t; k, 6)
) and C = Ucr97,~k. It is eas.y to veri y the following proposition. , choose an arbitrary finite set W > V and construct [I] -machine 114 = 1,s). From condition (b) of Definition 2.3 it follows that to every x E X there exists x' E X such that (x, x') E @3. By Definition 2.1,1 w 1 = 00 holds true: for every w E DR. Under tlhe: given assumptions the condition that (wi, Wi+l) E $J for every i E T. of Definition .2.1 is equivalent to the condition that Wi E S(Wi-1) n V for every i E TI of Definition 1.2. According to Definitions 2.1 and 1.2 a word w is a relational computation of I4 with property (p) iff it is a word generated by the above colistructed 
